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The Lone Ranger and Tonto ride once again in this classic western tale set against the cruel backdrop of winter
on the badlands of North Texas. Acting alone, the Ranger takes it upon himself to stand in the way of Kiowa
war parties who have broken from their reservation in Oklahoma.
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Read The Lone Ranger: Snake Of Iron Comic Online. The Ranger and Tonto are in the crossfire as a bloody
Kiowa uprising draws these Western legends onto the warpath. The Spirit Horse has returned to the plains and
calling the tribes to battle. Is this a ghostly apparition or something else? If the Lone Ranger cannot solve the
mystery then the land north of the Brazos will run red with blood!
The Lone Ranger: Snake of Iron #1 Written by Chuck Dixon Art by Esteve Polls Colors by Marcelo Pinto
Letters by Simon Bowland Cover by Dennis Calero Dynamite Entertainment Release Date: July 11 ...
Find the value of the Dynamite Entertainment comic Lone Ranger: Snake Of Iron volume 1. What is your Lone
Ranger: Snake Of Iron comic book worth?
Title: The Lone Ranger: Snake of Iron #2; Comic Vine: link Writer: Chuck Dixon Artist: Esteve Polls In the
second issue of the new Lone Ranger mini-series Tonto‘s train comes under attack from the Kiowa tribe whose
chief wants the return of his son. But it turns out that’s impossible as the chief’s son is dead and the child being
passed off for him is nothing more than a ruse.
Limited 1 for 10 Variant Cover by Dennis Calero (W) Chuck Dixon (A) Esteve Polls The Ranger and Tonto are
in the crossfire as a bloody Kiowa uprising draws these western legends onto the warpath. The Spirit Horse has
returned to the plains and calling the tribes to battle.
The Lone Ranger: Snake of Iron (2012) Kindle Edition Enter your mobile number or email address below and
we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.
Every Lone Ranger fan knows the origin of the West's most iconic hero: John Reid was discovered, near death
after an ambush that killed his father and brother, by the lone Indian brave Tonto. Until now, the question of
how and why Tonto came to be roaming the west alone has gone unanswered.
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